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WHO DID YOU SAY WAS THE
ENEMY?
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First and foremost, the nation means sovereignty, for which its people will stand up and be counted.

Throughout History, France’s people have fought for her unity, independence, dignity, and for certain
principles, legitimately upheld. That certainty rested upon an awareness that her destiny was
interwoven between the government of the day, and the people. Never in her history had De Gaulle’s
certaine idée de la France been cast overboard, even in the midst of frenzied partisan politics.

That interwoven sense of destiny is now frayed, given the citizenry’s current disregard for elections (I
decline to entertain our politicians’ anecdotal excuses) and Frenchmen being notorious for their acute
political conscience. In my view, rather than disinterest, what the no-show vote points to is distaste for
the ruling class’ incompetence, along with a latent and intensifying hostility to the system, its policy and
decisions. Add to the no-show vote those thronging the dissident, essentially right-wing, parties; and
between the people and the ruling classes one sees a gulf looming.

A class of oligarchs, led by front-men of the Ecole nationale de l’Administration, has adopted lock-
stock- and-barrel a web of foreign beliefs, spun through myriad societies and entities—all twanging
away at that one, Unipolar, US string. A class whose collective brain is squatted upon by Anglo-
American ideology, namely that a nation’s people are pawns in the game of international, US-run
finance. That class has rushed to sign up for the EU and NATO, crony-clubs run out of Washington DC.

In the recondite mental-space that class inhabits, the citizen becomes a bleating consumer-sheep;
national borders go up in puff of smoke—there will be no language heard but English, no armies
formed save within NATO, no manufacture founded unless it feed US banks and interest-groups, no
currency traded other than that of account, namely the US dollar (or some interim substitute), with the
so-called Western World tugging its collective forelock before the Washington camarilla.

Amongst the phenomena attending this geopolitical nightmare—huge waves of immigration, designed
to submerge protest in each nation; bring insecurity on every street to frighten the citizenry into
submission; 24/7, wall-to-wall encouragement for the most abject, backward forms of behaviour;
infantile methods of acculturation that void education of all content, vitiate Reason and free-will and
erase Christianity as an approach to religious belief. The mass-media come amongst us not to inform
but to indoctrinate, peddling disinformation and official untruths. History never happened, the family
and decent mores went out with the horse-and-buggy… and so forth.
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In a word, they wanted decadence, and they have got it in spades—the ruling class now in place has
consciously chosen to dissolve France into some sort of barbarian magma, a vast seething sub-human
cauldron, as Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, “Europe’s” éminence grise would have it. A magma to be
push-me-pull-you’d by the US and its acolytes.

At the end of the day, mark my words, it is Man, and not France alone, in danger; Man in all his
greatness as a thinking being. Should the nightmarish outlook described above prevail here and
throughout Europe, it will take over the world, save for China and a few, doubtless Asian nations.
Therefore, a French patriot who would defend his nation’s identity and the dignity of Man is a humanist,
as I suggest in my latest book, Le patriotisme français est un humanisme (ED2A Publ.).

Throwing off the shackles of short-term thinking, allow me to recall a few amongst the more notorious
US misdeeds with regard to France.
One’s first reaction is dismay, followed by dread, as one contemplates the authorities’ passivity before
the advancing Hegemon. In theory, these leaders were elected to press France’s interests and her role
in the world. I confess to mounting anger, as I observe our leaders complacently standing by, whilst the
country falls prey to another, perfervidly nationalist state bent on conquest. Our leaders have allowed
themselves to be dragged into hazardous adventures, solely to placate the xenophobia and hubris of
Germany and the Anglo-Americans. Are these people collaborators? Is this treason?

No need to scroll too far back in history to find the US Hegemon lurking. From WWI on, when President
Wilson caught up Theodore Roosevelt’s purported “peace” torch (thank Heavens for Clémenceau), the
US resolve to rule the world has only stiffened. The end of the USSR was seen as a new and unlimited
playing-field for the US, where limitless impertinence might prevail.

To illustrate: in 2010, Russia had ordered two Mistral class helicopter-carriers from France. With the
ships already in the yards under construction, in 2014 the USA pressured President François Hollande to
rescind the contract, on the specious pretext that the Crimea had been “annexed,” i.e., returned to the
Russian fold, and that Russia was backing the threatened Russian majority in the Donbass area.
Another case in point: on 15th September 2021, Australia, at Washington’s instigation, unilaterally
rescinded the contract for building 12 conventional submarines in France, then turned round and signed
one with the USA and the UK for building nuclear submarines. A friendly attitude on the part of our
allies, no doubt?
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Or just very recently, the latest spot of intrigue cooked up by our German friends, in relation to the
SCAF (Système de Combat Aérien Futur), originally a French programme with German and Spanish
participation. All too readily, it became plain how keen were our German partners on technology
transfer—and then we learnt they would be buying US F18s rather than the French Rafale. In a nutshell,
to keep the EU on the straight and narrow, the USA’s key ally is Germany, which is why the USA holds
no end of goodwill for Ursula von der Leyen (whose family, by the way, is more American than
German).

By now, the French are quite alone in referring to the “Franco-German tandem,” one that Berlin has had
shewn scant reluctance to crash. Put paid to the SCAF, put paid to the joint helicopter project (the
Apache, rather than the Tigre), put paid to the joint patrol vessel; equip Europe’s armies with US
materiel, obstruct French arms-exports—all stunts which the US has either incited underhandedly, or
openly demanded. Not to speak of the attempt to destabilise French nuclear deterrence, by suggesting
France share that, as well as her seat at the UN Security Council.

Pushing the boat ever-further out, Berlin now seeks to have qualified majority voting within the EU on
security issues, rather than their remaining strictly a national matter. Should France consent, she will be
dragged into wars willy-nilly, and watch her foreign policy and nuclear deterrence go down the drain.

The USA is behind these manoeuvres, which Germany will play along with as she intends to be its
foremost partner. Matters have only got worse since France rejoined NATO in March 2009.

As for France enjoying an independent energy supply, the key is our nuclear reactors. But in order that
US-German firms may invest and
dictate prices for most electrical energy sources, Germany has blithely helped sink EDF.

Lest we forget—the critical chunk of Alstom was sold to General Electric, thanks to the man who
happens to be President of France. Alain Juillet testified thusly to the Parliamentary Defence
Commission: “With this Alstom business, we’ve gone and sold to the USA the means to manufacture
turbines for atomic submarines, which means that France can no longer build them without US
permission.” That the USA preys on France’s high technology has become so glaringly obvious that the
French government had to veto the Teledyne attempt to take over the defence optronics firm Photonis.
Under pressure from public opinion, in 2019 an Act (loi Pacte) was adopted, to give the Economics
Minister greater power to monitor foreign investment.
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War is not the only area where US imperialism seeks to govern by its own rules. Set up by the
Marrakesh Treaty en 1994, the WTO no longer suffices to serve that purpose, so extra-territoriality in
law has become the latest Big Stick wielded by the USA.

Any foreign company trading worldwide may thus find itself on the receiving end of extra-territorial US
laws, simply because somewhere, somehow, such firms necessarily have some kind of tie to the USA.
The laws amount to a dictatorial system holding sway over players worldwide, no matter their country
of origin. Competitors are weakened or crushed; over the past decade, billions of dollars in fines have
come down upon French banks and firms, swelling the US Treasury, on the specious pretext that these
firms had some tie to individuals or states which the USA considers “terrorist.”

As the USA controls liquidity flows, so can they mould minds. Whilst funds like Blackrock and Vanguard
rule the economy, they also invest in the mass-media, 90% of which is held by 9 conglomerates,
controlled in turn by the pension funds. Our screens are over-run with ghastly US films and
videos—braying out from a cultural desert, let alone Halloween and English-language advertisements,
trampling on an Act of Parliament (loi Toubon) meant to defend French.

There is method to all this madness: imposing a certain mindset, bringing all thought into line with Basic
American, making an outcast of any non-conformist culture, and ensuring the US reign over Europe.
The claim to manifest destiny, to self-evident intellectual superiority, was confirmed by the Monroe
Doctrine and brandished by Zbignew Brzezinski, advisor to Presidents.

After WWII, the plot only thickens. On 28th May 1946, a France in dire straits had little option but to sign
the Blum-Byrnes agreement, whereby she agreed to allow in, certain US products. One major French
concession was that US films were no longer to be subject to quota, whilst France could henceforth
reserve 4 weeks only out of 13 for French films. By the first semester of 1947, 340 US films had flooded
in, with only 40 French shown! Thereafter, Hollywood would set about to retool the French mind, instill
the American Way of Life and broadcast US propaganda.

When all is said and done—all is NOT said and done! I do not doubt but that France will overcome the
onslaught of this erstwhile ally become a foe to nations and to civilisation tout court, a foe—pride
cometh before a fall—who will most likely, and very shortly, taste defeat. By giving free rein to every
manner of disorder, the USA has slammed the door on itself and turned away from the true Western
world, whilst Russia, reborn, shews herself to be the leaven for renewal.
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In the Ukraine, the ongoing conflict, eagerly sought by the USA, will doubtless prove the turning point.
The USA, the EU and their NATO arm-bangle are likely heading straight for the wall, as the self-
righteous obtusity of the USA beggars belief. Military academies in France (and I expect in the USA as
well) teach us to coolly and objectively analyse an adversary top-down: weapons systems,
environment, terrain, climate, men, officers whilst our initial operating orders take all these factors into
account. One can only surmise that the USA’s overweening sense of superiority has so blinded its
strategists, that it underestimates the adversary, having drawn no lessons from all the—lost—wars it has
pursued since WWII. Leaving aside the fact that on no account can one truthfully say that the USA
single-handedly won that War.

France has tangled herself into a conflict which in no way concerns her. There is no point in
pretentiously waving the banner of liberty: the Ukrainian elite is utterly corrupt, the Ukrainians anything
but unanimously hostile to their Russian brothers, whilst the territory is fast in the grip of British and
American diplomatic and military power. President Macron has been sending the Ukraine equipment
needed here by our own armed forces; he has led our country to lose huge investments in Russia, and
our people to suffer on all fronts—economic, financial, energy. Meanwhile Francophone Africa looks to
Moscow for safety, an outcome plainly due to France’s kowtowing to Washington. Should one care to
analyse our waning influence and power in Africa, one will hear our African friends say things which
should greatly disturb French leaders. No French patriot would have allowed such decadent, even
perverse, influences to prevail in this country as they how do. Francophone Africa has taken note of our
decadent state, and has decided to walk away—towards countries they recognise as dignified and
respectable. Inevitably, the influence of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation will continue to grow.

A sovereign France has at hand tools of greatness, into which feed her intellectual, scientific and
economic wealth: nuclear weapons and deterrence, the overseas territories of the world’s second
largest sea-power, her friendship with Africa within the wider French-speaking world, her seat at the
Security Council, and the world’s second largest diplomatic network.

Meanwhile, our “friends” loot our technological potential, strive to cut us out of our role at the UN and to
subject our nuclear power to NATO. They hold our language and civilisation in contempt, and impose
upon us a lifestyle that flatly contradicts morality and French customs; they block our access to
resources and to our habitual partners. Through twisted geopolitical manoeuvres, aided and abetted by
the French ruling class who ply every trick in the rhetorician’s trade to blame Someone Else, they have
plunged us into a dreadful economic crisis. What does one call such people?
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Doubt not, but that Russia will win the war in the Ukraine. This is not wishful thinking, but a statement
based on observation of facts. I DARE say that this will redound to France’s advantage, by breaking the
chains of NATO and the EU. Totalitarian in their aims, dancing to the US piper’s tune, these two
international bodies have revealed to all and sundry how false and how extremely dangerous they are.
For the USA, this will prove the latest in a string of defeats.

Were France not in the grasp of petty, impulsive and ill-informed mannikins, she could seize the great
occasions bearing down upon us to rise to her former heights. Russia is not our enemy!

Henri Roure is a retired general in the French Marines, educated at the prestigious École spéciale militaire
de Saint-Cyr (ESM), and the École Supérieure de Guerre. He holds a doctorate in Political Science and has
authored numerous books, including, Le patriotisme français est un humanisme (French patriotism is
humanism), Un Dieu, une terre et des hommes (One God, one land and people), and Sauvons notre
laïcité: La crise musulmane en France (Save our secularism: The Muslim crisis in France). [This article was
translated from the French by Mendelssohn Moses).

Featured: "La France protège le drapeau national contre l'antipatriotisme" (France protecting the flag from
anti-patriotism), poster from 1909.
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